Cyclone Prep and Prevention:
*Healthy trees to start with-Distance from dwellings.
-No rot or dying and diseased species- Removal of all of these.
*Denutting and heavy de-fronding of Coconuts, heavy seeded palms etc. before wet season
starts.
*Thinning of inner canopies to allow for least wind resistance- most trees fail because of
the sail..
*Reduction of taller trees to back to the surrounding height of foliage- a group of foliage
together in height can divert wind through funnelling..
- We use this as a tool to protect houses, sheds, outdoor entertaining areas etc.
-We can plant trees to create a buffer zone over the house. This reduces the frontal gust
damage that occurs.

* Large tree Preparation- Thinning of large canopies..
-pruning of major deadwood over entire canopies..
-Reduction of overextended branches to reduce torsional twisting which eliminates limb
failure..

Tree Removal, pruning, maintenance and mulching:
*We remove trees with care- pruning practices that reduces if not eliminates the damage
to established gardens and surrounding areas.
*Any size tree- 150 tonne Crane work to handsaw and sicater formative pruning on fruit
trees.
*Stump grinding of all stumps.
*All our pruning is to Australian standard- Pruning of amenity trees- AS-4373
*Formative pruning after a year since planting through to fine canopy pruning of large
trees in high use and risk areas- Large Figtree at Gulligans.
*Citrus pruning
*Annual- Biannual Maintenance program with continual seasonal visual check-ups to
eliminate risk and worry- everyone’s too busy to worry about their trees- that’s what I’m
here for??
*Mulch supplies at $25.00 cubic metre- 4 metres minimum-no palm included

Garden and Plant health care, Pest and Disease control:
*Diagnosis, prevention and eradication of all pests and diseases where possible- Using both
Biological control and Chemical control if needed.
*Rust prevention- (Frangipani leaf spots)
*Mulching and watering timetables
*Vegetable planting and harvesting timetables

